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by the fourteenth century winchester had lost its former eminence but in trades manufactures and
population as well as by virtue of its administrative and ecclesiastical role the city was still one of the
major provincial centres in england this survey is based on a reconstruction of the histories of the
houses plots gardens and fields in the city and suburbs between c 1300 and c 1540 although in many
instances both earlier and later periods are also covered the reconstruction takes the form of a
gazetteer part ii of 1 128 histories of properties together with accounts of 56 parish churches and the
international fair of st giles all illustrated by detailed maps there is also a biographical register part iii
concerning more than 8 000 property holders most of whom lived in winchester this is the first time
that it has been possible to piece together such a precise and detailed picture of both the topography
and the inhabitants of a medieval town part i of the book contains a full discussion of the significance
of this material and in a manner relevant to an understanding of life in medieval towns in general
describes and defines such matters as the evolution of the physical environment housing land tenure
property values the parochial structure the practice and organization of trades and the ways in which
the citizens of winchester adapted to the declining status of their city the first section of the book
contains seven original essays arranged in order to coincide with bill s chronological professional
career these essays cover a wide variety of real estate topics including valuation theory definition of
market value market analysis the appraisal process role of the appraiser as an expert witness valuation
under environmental contamination and international real estate issues the second section of the book
reprints eleven of bill s most influential papers selected with the help of forty of his colleagues these
articles written by bill and various co authors represent only a portion of his contributions to real
estate theory and practice they are classics in real estate education the final section contains personal
reflections by colleagues family and friends of bill one of bill s most influential publications is his
classic text income property valuation and is frequently cited in the testimonials these testimonials
provide clear evidence that bill was an excellent teacher and real estate professional he truly cared
about his students and colleagues and worked hard to move the real estate profession forward multi
owned properties make up an ever increasing proportion of commercial tourist and residential
development in both urban and rural landscapes around the world this book critically analyses the
legal social and economic complexities of strata or community title schemes at a time when countries
such as australia and the united states turn ever larger areas into strata title condominiums and
community title homeowner associations this book shows how governments the judiciary and citizens
need to better understand the ramifications of these private communities whilst most strata title
analysis has been technical focusing on specific sections of legislation this book provides higher level
analysis discussing the wider economic social and political implications of australia s strata and
community title law in particular the book argues that private by laws however desirable to initial
parties are often economically inefficient and socially regressive when enforced against an ever
changing group of owners the book will be of particular interest to scholars and legal practitioners of
property law in australia but as the australian strata title model has formed the basis for legislation in
many countries the book draws out lessons and analysis that will be of use to those studying privately
owned communities across the world includes the decisions of the supreme courts of massachusetts
ohio indiana and illinois and court of appeals of new york may july 1891 mar apr 1936 appellate court
of indiana dec 1926 feb 1927 mar apr 1936 courts of appeals of ohio a thorough and painstaking
biography of the nineteenth century poet who helped launch the romantic movement in england
the daily mail uk together with samuel taylor coleridge william wordsworth pioneered a new poetic
form that celebrated nature and prized freedom emotion and individuality the force of his aesthetic
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and intellectual influence was pervasive reaching from music and art to science politics and history
drawing on the published letters and diaries of wordsworth and his sister dorothy and of their
contemporaries coleridge and southey this full length biography of the poet s life and times also draws
on the author s own knowledge of the lake district which was central to wordsworth s life hunter
davies discusses wordsworth s much debated relationship with his sister tells the story of his affair
with annette vallon and describes in detail william s life with his wife mary readers will also learn of
the poet s family life at grasmere and rydal his political activities his formative meeting with
coleridge in the west country and his other travels a new biography of william shakespeare that
explores his private life in stratford upon avon his personal aspirations his self determination and his
relations with the members of his family and his neighbours the private life of william shakespeare
tells the story of shakespeare in stratford as a family man the book offers close readings of key
documents associated with shakespeare and develops a contextual understanding of the genres from
which these documents emerge it reconsiders clusters of evidence that have been held to prove some
persistent biographical fables it also shows how the histories of some of shakespeare s neighbours
illuminate aspects of his own life throughout we encounter a shakespeare who consciously and with
purpose designed his life having witnessed the business failures of his merchant father he determined
not to follow his father s model his early wedding freed him from craft training to pursue a literary
career his wife s work and probably the assistance of his parents and brothers enabled him to make
the first of the property purchases that grounded his life as a gentleman with his will he provided for
both his daughters in ways that were suitable to their circumstances anne shakespeare was already
protected by dower rights in the houses and lands he had acquired his funerary monument suggests
that the man of small latin and less greek in fact had some experience of an oxford education
evidences are that he commissioned the monument himself in rural great ayton william bradley is
sent to live with his ageing grandparents away from his burdened mother who has too many mouths
to feed and a drunken husband to support adjusting to a new life william aspires to follow in his
grandfather s footsteps in the mining business he also falls for a beautiful girl susan but heartbreak is
in store when susan reveals her own ambitions for advancement in life william makes his mark in
the mining business but discovers that his vocation may lie elsewhere than in mining whinstone
when william is struck by a series of tragedies he is forced to evaluate his future and make some
challenging decisions full of the vigour of youth william leaves the safety of everything he has
known and forges a new life with surprising results this beautifully structured book presents the
essentials of william and caroline herschel s pioneering achievements in late 18th century astronomy
michael hoskin shows that william herschel was the first observational cosmologist and one of the first
observers to attack the sidereal universe beyond the solar system herschel built instruments far better
than any being used at the royal observatory aided by his sister caroline he commenced a great
systematic survey that led to his discovery of uranus in 1781 unlike observers before him whose
telescopes did not reveal them as astronomical objects herschel did not ignore misty patches of light
hoskins points out herschel s achievement in surveying cataloguing and describing them as nebulae
and even coming to the correct conclusion that their structure evolved over time with newton s
gravity being the agent of change herschel s surveys established a new astronomy looking at the
universe rather than the planets michael hoskin s account includes sketches and diagrams from
herschel s manuscripts in the royal astronomical society archives in which he attempts to delineate
the structure of the milky way galaxy while it is well known that herschel was a revolutionary in
telescope design who constructed the world s largest telescopes hoskin also gives the full picture of
the man as an entrepreneur who built and traded some 400 telescopes hoskin also pays close attention
to the role of william s sister caroline herschel who is usually portrayed as a helpmate to her brother
but in fact she became a significant astronomer in her own right this book also offers a wealth of
information of the wider herschel family it is enriched by a complete set of portraits of william and
caroline herschel with an extensive set of images of their residences and closes with a charming
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appendix on how visitors to the herschels recorded their encounters william and caroline herschel
pioneers in late 18th century astronomy will appeal to amateur astronomers and all those interested in
popular astronomy this book will rapidly establish itself as the primary introductory work for
students astronomers and scholars working on the history of natural science in the late 18th century it
may seem like a recent trend but the businesses have been practising compassionate capitalism for
nearly a thousand years based on the recently discovered historical documents on cambridge s
sophisticated urban property market during the commercial revolution in the thirteenth century this
book explores how successful entrepreneurs employed the wealth they had accumulated to the
benefit of the community cutting across disciplines from economic and business history to
entrepreneurship philanthropy and medieval studies this outstanding study presents an invaluable
contribution to our knowledge of the early phases of capitalism the cambridge hundred rolls sources
volume a companion replacing the previous incomplete and inaccurate transcription by the record
commission of 1818 is also now available from bristol university press who was william shakespeare
how much do we really know about him and how much of what is believed is myth this unique
biography takes the reader step by step through shakespeare s life setting out the evidence and what
we can reasonably infer about him it reminds the reader about the world he lived in such as that
standard spelling of words did not exist in his time and shows how we must think carefully before
applying modern ideas to explain his life 1 this ambitious work chronicles 250 years of the cromartie
family genealogical history included in the index of nearly fifty thousand names are the current
generations and all of those preceding which trace ancestry to our family patriarch william cromartie
who was born in 1731 in orkney scotland and his second wife ruhamah doane who was born in 1745
arriving in america in 1758 william cromartie settled and developed a plantation on south river a
tributary of the cape fear near wilmington north carolina on april 2 1766 william married ruhamah
doane a fifth generation descendant of a mayflower passenger to plymouth stephen hopkins if
cromartie is your last name or that of one of your blood relatives it is almost certain that you can trace
your ancestry to one of the thirteen children of william cromartie his first wife and ruhamah doane
who became the founding ancestors of our cromartie family in america william jr james thankful
elizabeth hannah ruhamah alexander john margaret nancy mary catherine jean peter patrick and ann
e cromartie these four volumes hold an account of the descent of each of these first generation
cromarties in america including personal anecdotes photographs copies of family bibles wills and other
historical documents their pages hold a personal record of our ancestors and where you belong in the
cromartie family tree lane here illuminates the african american experience through a close look at a
single city once the metropolitan headquarters of black america now typical of many he recognizes
that urban history offers more clues both to modern accomplishments and to modern problems than
the dead past of rural slavery the book s historical section is based on hundreds of newly discovered
scrapbooks kept by william henry dorsey philadelphia s first black historian these provide an intimate
and comprehensive view of the critical period between the civil war and about 1900 when african
americans formally free and increasingly urban made the biggest educational and occupational gains
in history dorsey s tens of thousands of newspaper clippings and other sources detail records of high
culture and low success and scandal personal and public life in the final chapters lane outlines the
urban situation today the strong parallels between past and present that suggest the power of
continuity and the equally strong differences that point to the possibility of change this book is a
study of william de la pole the first english royal banker e b fryde discusses pole s role as a merchant
and financier his political influence and the social preeminence he gained for himself and his family
the book addresses the growing significance of england s merchant class in financial and
governmental affairs and examines the origins of one of the country s great families of the late
medieval period what is the relationship between ontology and modality between what there is and
what there could be must be or might have been bob hale interwove these two strands of
metaphysics throughout his long and distinguished career putting forward his theses in his book
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necessary beings an essay on ontology modality and the relations between them oup 2013 hale
addressed questions of ontology and modality on a number of fronts through the development of a
fregean approach to ontology an essentialist theory of modality and in his work on neo logicism in the
philosophy of mathematics the essays in this volume engage with these themes in hale s work in
order to progress our understanding of ontology modality and the relations between them some
directly address questions in modal metaphysics drawing on ontological concerns while others raise
questions in modal epistemology and of its links to matters of ontology such as the challenge to give
an epistemology of essence several essays also engage with questions of what might be called modal
ontology the study of whether and what things exist necessarily or contingently such issues have an
important bearing on the kinds of semantic commitments engendered in logic and mathematics to the
existence of sets or numbers or properties and so on and the extent to which one s ontology of
necessary beings interacts with other plausible assumptions and commitments v 1 11 house of lords
1677 1865 v 12 20 privy council including indian appeals 1809 1865 v 21 47 chancery including
collateral reports 1557 1865 v 48 55 rolls court 1829 1865 v 56 71 vice chancellors courts 1815 1865 v
72 122 king s bench 1378 1865 v 123 144 common pleas 1486 1865 v 145 160 exchequer 1220 1865 v
161 167 ecclesiastical 1752 1857 admiralty 1776 1840 and probate and divorce 1858 1865 v 168 169
crown cases 1743 1865 v 170 176 nisi prius 1688 1867 misunderstandings between races hostilities
between cultures anxiety from living in a time of war in one s own land being accused of
profiteering when food was scarce unruly residents in a remote frontier community charged with
speaking the unspeakable and publishing the unprintable all of this can be found in the life of one
man william pynchon the puritan entrepreneur and founder of springfield massachusetts in 1636 two
things in particular stand out in pynchon s pioneering life he enjoyed extraordinary and uniquely
positive relationships with native peoples and he wrote the first book banned and burned in boston
now for the first time this book provides a comprehensive account of pynchon s story beginning in
england through his new england adventures to his return home discover the fabric of his times and
the roles pynchon played in the puritan venture in old england and new england the story of the
arthur family of limerick who are the only arthur family who originated in ireland the family were
successful merchants in limerick city for hundreds of years this story follows them in so far as possible
down to the present day it is a family who now have members in many different places all over the
world
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Survey of Medieval Winchester 1985 by the fourteenth century winchester had lost its former
eminence but in trades manufactures and population as well as by virtue of its administrative and
ecclesiastical role the city was still one of the major provincial centres in england this survey is based
on a reconstruction of the histories of the houses plots gardens and fields in the city and suburbs
between c 1300 and c 1540 although in many instances both earlier and later periods are also covered
the reconstruction takes the form of a gazetteer part ii of 1 128 histories of properties together with
accounts of 56 parish churches and the international fair of st giles all illustrated by detailed maps
there is also a biographical register part iii concerning more than 8 000 property holders most of
whom lived in winchester this is the first time that it has been possible to piece together such a
precise and detailed picture of both the topography and the inhabitants of a medieval town part i of
the book contains a full discussion of the significance of this material and in a manner relevant to an
understanding of life in medieval towns in general describes and defines such matters as the
evolution of the physical environment housing land tenure property values the parochial structure
the practice and organization of trades and the ways in which the citizens of winchester adapted to
the declining status of their city
Essays in Honor of William N. Kinnard, Jr. 2012-12-06 the first section of the book contains seven
original essays arranged in order to coincide with bill s chronological professional career these essays
cover a wide variety of real estate topics including valuation theory definition of market value
market analysis the appraisal process role of the appraiser as an expert witness valuation under
environmental contamination and international real estate issues the second section of the book
reprints eleven of bill s most influential papers selected with the help of forty of his colleagues these
articles written by bill and various co authors represent only a portion of his contributions to real
estate theory and practice they are classics in real estate education the final section contains personal
reflections by colleagues family and friends of bill one of bill s most influential publications is his
classic text income property valuation and is frequently cited in the testimonials these testimonials
provide clear evidence that bill was an excellent teacher and real estate professional he truly cared
about his students and colleagues and worked hard to move the real estate profession forward
Strata Title Property Rights 2016-12-19 multi owned properties make up an ever increasing
proportion of commercial tourist and residential development in both urban and rural landscapes
around the world this book critically analyses the legal social and economic complexities of strata or
community title schemes at a time when countries such as australia and the united states turn ever
larger areas into strata title condominiums and community title homeowner associations this book
shows how governments the judiciary and citizens need to better understand the ramifications of
these private communities whilst most strata title analysis has been technical focusing on specific
sections of legislation this book provides higher level analysis discussing the wider economic social
and political implications of australia s strata and community title law in particular the book argues
that private by laws however desirable to initial parties are often economically inefficient and socially
regressive when enforced against an ever changing group of owners the book will be of particular
interest to scholars and legal practitioners of property law in australia but as the australian strata title
model has formed the basis for legislation in many countries the book draws out lessons and analysis
that will be of use to those studying privately owned communities across the world
Federal Aid Primary Route 340, Extension from I-55 to I-80, Cook County, Dupage County, Will
County 1996 includes the decisions of the supreme courts of massachusetts ohio indiana and illinois
and court of appeals of new york may july 1891 mar apr 1936 appellate court of indiana dec 1926 feb
1927 mar apr 1936 courts of appeals of ohio
Building 34-35, Harpers Ferry National Historical Park, Harpers Ferry, West Virginia 1995 a
thorough and painstaking biography of the nineteenth century poet who helped launch the romantic
movement in england the daily mail uk together with samuel taylor coleridge william wordsworth
pioneered a new poetic form that celebrated nature and prized freedom emotion and individuality
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the force of his aesthetic and intellectual influence was pervasive reaching from music and art to
science politics and history drawing on the published letters and diaries of wordsworth and his sister
dorothy and of their contemporaries coleridge and southey this full length biography of the poet s life
and times also draws on the author s own knowledge of the lake district which was central to
wordsworth s life hunter davies discusses wordsworth s much debated relationship with his sister
tells the story of his affair with annette vallon and describes in detail william s life with his wife
mary readers will also learn of the poet s family life at grasmere and rydal his political activities his
formative meeting with coleridge in the west country and his other travels
The Northeastern Reporter 1895 a new biography of william shakespeare that explores his private
life in stratford upon avon his personal aspirations his self determination and his relations with the
members of his family and his neighbours the private life of william shakespeare tells the story of
shakespeare in stratford as a family man the book offers close readings of key documents associated
with shakespeare and develops a contextual understanding of the genres from which these
documents emerge it reconsiders clusters of evidence that have been held to prove some persistent
biographical fables it also shows how the histories of some of shakespeare s neighbours illuminate
aspects of his own life throughout we encounter a shakespeare who consciously and with purpose
designed his life having witnessed the business failures of his merchant father he determined not to
follow his father s model his early wedding freed him from craft training to pursue a literary career
his wife s work and probably the assistance of his parents and brothers enabled him to make the first
of the property purchases that grounded his life as a gentleman with his will he provided for both his
daughters in ways that were suitable to their circumstances anne shakespeare was already protected
by dower rights in the houses and lands he had acquired his funerary monument suggests that the
man of small latin and less greek in fact had some experience of an oxford education evidences are
that he commissioned the monument himself
The Jurist 1846 in rural great ayton william bradley is sent to live with his ageing grandparents
away from his burdened mother who has too many mouths to feed and a drunken husband to support
adjusting to a new life william aspires to follow in his grandfather s footsteps in the mining business
he also falls for a beautiful girl susan but heartbreak is in store when susan reveals her own ambitions
for advancement in life william makes his mark in the mining business but discovers that his
vocation may lie elsewhere than in mining whinstone when william is struck by a series of tragedies
he is forced to evaluate his future and make some challenging decisions full of the vigour of youth
william leaves the safety of everything he has known and forges a new life with surprising results
Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide 1884 this beautifully structured book presents the essentials of
william and caroline herschel s pioneering achievements in late 18th century astronomy michael
hoskin shows that william herschel was the first observational cosmologist and one of the first
observers to attack the sidereal universe beyond the solar system herschel built instruments far better
than any being used at the royal observatory aided by his sister caroline he commenced a great
systematic survey that led to his discovery of uranus in 1781 unlike observers before him whose
telescopes did not reveal them as astronomical objects herschel did not ignore misty patches of light
hoskins points out herschel s achievement in surveying cataloguing and describing them as nebulae
and even coming to the correct conclusion that their structure evolved over time with newton s
gravity being the agent of change herschel s surveys established a new astronomy looking at the
universe rather than the planets michael hoskin s account includes sketches and diagrams from
herschel s manuscripts in the royal astronomical society archives in which he attempts to delineate
the structure of the milky way galaxy while it is well known that herschel was a revolutionary in
telescope design who constructed the world s largest telescopes hoskin also gives the full picture of
the man as an entrepreneur who built and traded some 400 telescopes hoskin also pays close attention
to the role of william s sister caroline herschel who is usually portrayed as a helpmate to her brother
but in fact she became a significant astronomer in her own right this book also offers a wealth of
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information of the wider herschel family it is enriched by a complete set of portraits of william and
caroline herschel with an extensive set of images of their residences and closes with a charming
appendix on how visitors to the herschels recorded their encounters william and caroline herschel
pioneers in late 18th century astronomy will appeal to amateur astronomers and all those interested in
popular astronomy this book will rapidly establish itself as the primary introductory work for
students astronomers and scholars working on the history of natural science in the late 18th century
A catalogue of ... books, formerly the property of ... William Harris [and others. Bookseller's catal.].
1832 it may seem like a recent trend but the businesses have been practising compassionate capitalism
for nearly a thousand years based on the recently discovered historical documents on cambridge s
sophisticated urban property market during the commercial revolution in the thirteenth century this
book explores how successful entrepreneurs employed the wealth they had accumulated to the
benefit of the community cutting across disciplines from economic and business history to
entrepreneurship philanthropy and medieval studies this outstanding study presents an invaluable
contribution to our knowledge of the early phases of capitalism the cambridge hundred rolls sources
volume a companion replacing the previous incomplete and inaccurate transcription by the record
commission of 1818 is also now available from bristol university press
William Wordsworth 2009-07-21 who was william shakespeare how much do we really know about
him and how much of what is believed is myth this unique biography takes the reader step by step
through shakespeare s life setting out the evidence and what we can reasonably infer about him it
reminds the reader about the world he lived in such as that standard spelling of words did not exist in
his time and shows how we must think carefully before applying modern ideas to explain his life
The Law of Community Property in California 1950 1
Connecticut Reports 1886 this ambitious work chronicles 250 years of the cromartie family
genealogical history included in the index of nearly fifty thousand names are the current generations
and all of those preceding which trace ancestry to our family patriarch william cromartie who was
born in 1731 in orkney scotland and his second wife ruhamah doane who was born in 1745 arriving
in america in 1758 william cromartie settled and developed a plantation on south river a tributary of
the cape fear near wilmington north carolina on april 2 1766 william married ruhamah doane a fifth
generation descendant of a mayflower passenger to plymouth stephen hopkins if cromartie is your
last name or that of one of your blood relatives it is almost certain that you can trace your ancestry to
one of the thirteen children of william cromartie his first wife and ruhamah doane who became the
founding ancestors of our cromartie family in america william jr james thankful elizabeth hannah
ruhamah alexander john margaret nancy mary catherine jean peter patrick and ann e cromartie these
four volumes hold an account of the descent of each of these first generation cromarties in america
including personal anecdotes photographs copies of family bibles wills and other historical documents
their pages hold a personal record of our ancestors and where you belong in the cromartie family tree
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of Errors of the State of Connecticut
1886 lane here illuminates the african american experience through a close look at a single city once
the metropolitan headquarters of black america now typical of many he recognizes that urban history
offers more clues both to modern accomplishments and to modern problems than the dead past of
rural slavery the book s historical section is based on hundreds of newly discovered scrapbooks kept
by william henry dorsey philadelphia s first black historian these provide an intimate and
comprehensive view of the critical period between the civil war and about 1900 when african
americans formally free and increasingly urban made the biggest educational and occupational gains
in history dorsey s tens of thousands of newspaper clippings and other sources detail records of high
culture and low success and scandal personal and public life in the final chapters lane outlines the
urban situation today the strong parallels between past and present that suggest the power of
continuity and the equally strong differences that point to the possibility of change
The Atlantic Reporter 1892 this book is a study of william de la pole the first english royal banker e b
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fryde discusses pole s role as a merchant and financier his political influence and the social
preeminence he gained for himself and his family the book addresses the growing significance of
england s merchant class in financial and governmental affairs and examines the origins of one of the
country s great families of the late medieval period
The Private Life of William Shakespeare 2021-08-26 what is the relationship between ontology and
modality between what there is and what there could be must be or might have been bob hale
interwove these two strands of metaphysics throughout his long and distinguished career putting
forward his theses in his book necessary beings an essay on ontology modality and the relations
between them oup 2013 hale addressed questions of ontology and modality on a number of fronts
through the development of a fregean approach to ontology an essentialist theory of modality and in
his work on neo logicism in the philosophy of mathematics the essays in this volume engage with
these themes in hale s work in order to progress our understanding of ontology modality and the
relations between them some directly address questions in modal metaphysics drawing on ontological
concerns while others raise questions in modal epistemology and of its links to matters of ontology
such as the challenge to give an epistemology of essence several essays also engage with questions of
what might be called modal ontology the study of whether and what things exist necessarily or
contingently such issues have an important bearing on the kinds of semantic commitments
engendered in logic and mathematics to the existence of sets or numbers or properties and so on and
the extent to which one s ontology of necessary beings interacts with other plausible assumptions and
commitments
Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide 1905 v 1 11 house of lords 1677 1865 v 12 20 privy council
including indian appeals 1809 1865 v 21 47 chancery including collateral reports 1557 1865 v 48 55
rolls court 1829 1865 v 56 71 vice chancellors courts 1815 1865 v 72 122 king s bench 1378 1865 v 123
144 common pleas 1486 1865 v 145 160 exchequer 1220 1865 v 161 167 ecclesiastical 1752 1857
admiralty 1776 1840 and probate and divorce 1858 1865 v 168 169 crown cases 1743 1865 v 170 176
nisi prius 1688 1867
Atlantic Reporter 1892 misunderstandings between races hostilities between cultures anxiety from
living in a time of war in one s own land being accused of profiteering when food was scarce unruly
residents in a remote frontier community charged with speaking the unspeakable and publishing the
unprintable all of this can be found in the life of one man william pynchon the puritan entrepreneur
and founder of springfield massachusetts in 1636 two things in particular stand out in pynchon s
pioneering life he enjoyed extraordinary and uniquely positive relationships with native peoples and
he wrote the first book banned and burned in boston now for the first time this book provides a
comprehensive account of pynchon s story beginning in england through his new england
adventures to his return home discover the fabric of his times and the roles pynchon played in the
puritan venture in old england and new england
William Bradley's Handcart 2024-05-23 the story of the arthur family of limerick who are the only
arthur family who originated in ireland the family were successful merchants in limerick city for
hundreds of years this story follows them in so far as possible down to the present day it is a family
who now have members in many different places all over the world
William Horn of Nansemond 2013-09-11
William and Caroline Herschel 1926
Oxford City Properties 2020-04-01
Compassionate Capitalism 2015-01-29
William Shakespeare 1924
Morse v. Roach; Morse v. Roach, 229 MICH 538 (1924) 1904
Atlantic Reporter 2013
Descendants of William Cromartie and Ruhamah Doane 1991-08-15
William Dorsey's Philadelphia and Ours 1988-07-01
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William de la Pole: Merchant and King's Banker 2018-09-26
Being Necessary 1901
The English Reports: House of Lords 1966
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports 1880
1745-1880 History of Indiana County, Penn'a 1913
Government Gazette 2015-01-19
Damnable Heresy 1875
The Statutes: 2 & 3 William IV to 6 & 7 William IV 1871
Real Estate Record and Builder's Guide 2019-09-29
THE ARTHUR'S OF LIMERICK 1847
Genealogical and Heraldic Dictionary of the Landed Gentry of Great Britain and Ireland 1968
Catalog of Copyright Entries 1896
Times Law Reports
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